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Library Changes Made
To Facilitate Studying

Crewded HWary ~ have
led to a rearrangement of the

law library. Further changes
are
planned
by
the

adminktratiea. Moving of the
main circulation desk, while
perhaps
creating
traffic
congestion, is intended to cut

down the number of Hbrary
books which are carried out of
the library.

Requirements Discussed

For Virginia Residency
By Larry Wagner
The Code of Virginia, Section
23·7, provides that: "No person
shall be entitled to the admission
privileges or the reduced tuition
charges, or any other privileges
accorded only to domiciIiaries,
residents or citizens of Virginia,
in the State institutims of higher
learning unless such person is
and has been domiciled in
Virginia for a period of at least
on e year prior to t he
commencement of the term ,
semester or quarter for which
any such privilege 01' reduced
tuition charge is sought
provided that the governing
boards of such institutions may
set up additional requirements
for admitting students."
T he object, directly or
indirectly , is a $649 per semester
tuition sa ving for in-state
tude nts . The problem is
determining the sincerity of a
student claiming domicile in
Virginia .
A previous Amicus article
outli ned the distinctions between
residency and domicile and the
basic method one uses in going
abou t es tablishing Virginia
dom icile. It also traced the
a ppeals process for me whose
initial application fOl' in-state
status is turned down.
The a pproach of that article
wa s essentially theoretical ; the
approach here is aimed to be
more practical and instructive.
The initial determination a
student himself has to make is
tha t of the relative viability of
e en pursuing status as a
Virginia domiciliary. This, of
course , varies with the
individual student.

There are two quite common
factors that seem to enter into
play here. The first is the extent
of one's financial independence
from his parents. The second is
the degree of certainty the law
student has that he eventually
intends to practice law in
Virginia.
The independence issue is to
be viewed largely from a
fmancia l standpoint.· A student
who is married , or otherwise
totally self-supporting, is clearly
in a most advantageous position
for determining to seek Virginia
dom icile. A student who must,
by necessity, be dependent upon
out-of-state parents is also in a
c1earcut position - he will not be
granted Virginia status.
It is the student who could , but
does not have to , accept
financial help from his parents
who has the decision to make. He
must weigh against the potential
saving in tuition the possibility
of an income tax deduction for
his parents and the practicality,
fi nancial and otherwise , of
residing in Virginia on a yearround basis.
The bar exam matter is not
fi nancial , but equally a s
important. A student who enters
law school unsure of where he
intends to practice yet who
proceeds to obtain in-state status
by convincing the examiners
(and, presumably , himself) that
Virginia is where he intends to
remain may encounter serious
domiciliary problems if, upon
graduation , he wants to take the
bar of another state.
Many states have residency or
domicile requirements that
must be met as a prerequisite to

taking their bar exam . (There
have been
instances of
graduates circumventing these
requirements ,
but
such
instances are infrequent. )
Therefore, as to the bar exam
issue, the long term as well as
the short term must be
considered early in one's
decision-making process.
Another factor worthy of
conSideration, though far less so
that the first two, is the total
expense involved in transferring
one's driver's license and motor
vehicle registration to Virginia
status. The dollar expense of
these two matters alone is
minimal and hardly cause for a
second thought.
More uncertain is the possible
related expense of transferring
one's motor vehicle insurance
locally. Usually, this results in a
decrease in premiums but, in
specific circumstances, could
result in a sizable increase.
Also, Virginia is a personal
property tax state. Ownership of
a motor vehicle of relatively
high value could thus result in a
tidy chunk being paid to the state
yearly - an added expense if
one had previously resided in a
state not having such a tax.
The cumulative result of these
matters and others peculiar to
each individual case could well
be a substantial initial monetary
" investment" for the student
taking up Virginia domicile.
This outlay must be made a
full year in advance of not only
receiving a tuition reducticn but
even of knowing whether such a
reduction will be approved fOl'
him .
S('t" " Rt"sidency," p. 4

By An ne Gordon Greever
Further changes designed to
r elieve
the
over c r owd ed
conditions in Marshall-Wythe's
law libra ry ar e expected to be
implemen t ed shortly , Dean
Emeric Fischer said this week .
The changes made so far are
only the first steps in a planned
extensive rearrangement of the
library 'S main floor. Some
collections , particularly the
reserve books now tempocarily
placed near the Shepard's room ,
are awkwardly situated and will
be moved laster as other
changes are implemented.
Earlier this month the library
circulation desk was moved
nearer the basement steps, the
reserve books were shifted, and
the card catalog was relocated
between the two front entrances.
The circulation desk was
moved to create a narrow
passageway
between
the
periodical section and the
emrar.ces In orCler to cut Clown

on book loss , a perennial
problem that has figured in the
library's low ratings.
Dean Fischer acknowledged
that the narrow pathway created
by the-new desk position creates
a bottleneck, but he said that
effect was intentional.
" It was intended to be a
security measure, a security
gate, so that everyone passing
through there will show their
books to the attendant," Fischer
explained. " I know there was
confusion at first , but I don 't
think the narrow passage is a
problem now ." He added that

the semi-circular desk as it was
previously positioned was too
la rge and took up too much
space. Dividing it and moving
part of it released more space
for the card catalog , he said.
Fischer has appointed a
committee
to
study
rearrangement of the library
and to recommend a new floor
plan . Professor Kermit L.
Dunahoo, who heads the
committee, said he expects to
make his recommendations to
the Dean by Wednesday.
Richard Knapp is the student
member of the committee.
Dunahoo emphasized the lack
of work space in the library.
"You have to stand on your head
to get anything done in there,"
he said. His primary objective is
to get more tables in the library
to provide more study space.
Among his recommendations
will be moving superceded
looseleaf services from the main
cOlleClIon anCl storIng Lhem
elsewhere to make more space.
Fischer'S objective is to create
reading areas on both ends of the
main floor and concentrate the
stacks in the middle. " I don't
need to tell you that the situation
in there is overcrowded ," he
said. " We intend to ameliorate
that as much as possible so that
students can use it with less
discomfort.
" The general idea is to make
as much space as we can on
the main floor for reading areas.
To accomplish that I have
suggested to the Library
See "Library," p. 5

Sen. FearsSuppons
New Law Building
State Senator Bill Fears
visited the Marshall-Wythe Law
School last Tuesday, talking
with fa culty members and
administration about the recent
ABA repor t on the law school
and the proposed funding of a
new law school.
Fears said that he favors the
funding of the new law school
during the next biennium. His
Republican opponent in the
November 4 election , Ray White,
recently announced that he was
not in favor of the new law school
building funding .
" We've been working on this
for four years," Fears said in
reference to reasons why the
new law school should be funded.
He also cited the planned move
of the National Center for State
Courts from Denver, Colorado,
to Williamsburg as another
reason plans should be continued
toward building the new law
school.
The fact that Marshall-Wythe
is the oldest law school in the

country and will be a major focal
point during the up-coming
Bicentennial is another reason a
new
building should be
completed, Fears said. " Fourand-a-ha lf million dollars is a
small price to pay for the
prestige involved."
Fears said funding for the
proposed law school would
probably come from a tax
increase rather than from a
bond issue. " I don 't think you
could get a bond issue to pass at
this time," he added.
"The State is going to have to
have a tax increase," Fears
said. "We need to raise money
somehow from other sources."
He cited increases on whiskey
and tobacco as possible areas of
tax increase.
Fears also said that the
Tidewater delegation as a whole
is behind the push for funding a
new law building, but that there
is opposition from other
delegates outside the area on the
proposal.
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EDITORIALS
Layman's Guide Nears
·
+.
Publication Stages
S,BA Budget Allocations Del encled
On October 7, about 40 to 45 students
showed up at the Annual , SBA Budget
Meeting. In the past, the votes taken at the
meeting were final votes on the allocation of
SBA funds . This year, because all law
students are members of the SBA as a res ul t
,of the mandatory dues set-up, it was determ ined that a quorum of the sttldent body
would have to be present at the Budget
Meeting for action taken at the meeting to bE!
binding. Because a quorum of the student

padding , the general human tendency is to
ask for more than you expect to get so the
"cut" will hur t less. Also, some items
requested seem to be of low priority when
money is tight _ in particular, convention
lodging , registration, and travel costs to
conventions where the majority of the
student body does not benefit from sending a
representative to the convention. While the
ABA-LSD convention provides general information about scholarships, awards and
expenses and recruiting programs . Conventions can be informative and !llembership
attendance can be beneficial, but perhaps it

body was not present at the meeting, the
views and proposals presented were not
binding upon the SBA Board, but only ad_ visory. Thjs J,:aised the point as to-whetherthere was any point in holding the meeting in is not for the general student populace to fund
grants to the general student -body, other
the first place. However, the SBA members conventions may tend to benefit only the
appeared to be listening to discussion with individual person or members of his group.
open minds, even though the majority of the
entire student body had no input into the When this is the case, it seeriis that the
discussion .
convention attendance expenses should be
paid either by the individuals at.t~ndilllg or by
Perhaps because of the advisory aspect the joint effort of the orgapization members.
of the meeting, the discussion during the
meeting never took the form of motions, and
Recruiting, to be properly aQ~'effectively
there were only two votes during the entire done , generally requires : the backing and
meeting - a vote on the procedure of the help from the administra'tion of a school.
meeting and a vote to adjourn.
While student efforts are laudable', it seems
The few students present at the meeting
were given mimeographed copies of the
proposed SBA Budget and discussion was
held on most of the allocations listed in the
Budget - including the eight organizations
requesting funds .

that the proper place for r.ecruit;i,n g is from
the admissions or recruitment OffiC4~ of the
La~ School or College. It.is:,g~n~r'all~~ not the
place for students to engag~ iri.·a full-scale
recruiting program , regardl:ess of"whom they
' ,'1 ~

"

are recruiting or for what ·purpose. Even if
Unless you were a member of one of the

eight organizations and attended the meeting
to argue against proposed cuts, the meeting
was of little benefit. Even as a member of an
organization, the meeting provided only a
chance to re-argue points that had been
raised at private budgetary consultations. As
a result, the meeting, as a whole, was informative, but eventually dissolved into
accusations and denials - none of which
proved anything and just appeared to antagonize both Board members and
organization representatives.
Perhaps it should be noted that most
organizations and professional activities
were cut from the amount they requested.
The SBA Budget itself was cut by the Board '
of Student Affairs (BSA) from the amount
requested by the SBA. SBA President Guy
Strong pointed out at the meeting that the
SBA had originally requested $4600, and were
cut by BSA to $3280. This amount does not
include the $3500 from mandatory SBA dues
- making a total SBA budget of $6780. Strong
pointed out, however, that the amount of
activity fees paid by each student to BSA is
$18 per year , while the amo~t received from
the BSA for SBA and the Amicus Curiae
funds total about $14.50 per student. The
remaining $3.50 per law student is used for
those benefits the law students are supposed
to enjoy - the Flat Hat, Colonial Echo,
William and Mary Review and other un-

dergraduate activities and organizations.
The "fault" of decreased budgets should not
be leveled entirely at the SBA Board, but
rather at BSA, and a call made for a showing
of just where that other $3.50 of each law
student's activity fee to BSA is going.
Some of the items listed ' in the
organization budgets looked, to the outsider's
eyes , a little bit "chubby." Although each
organization completely denied budget
~

"::!".

.

the administration is failing ' to ' effectuate

a

viable recruitment pr'ogram, student
organizations should not be given.full rein to
conduct their own formal recruitment
program using general student ~y fees to
fund their program. It's.:not even really
necessary to discuss what . group the
recruitment is focused at or the f;act that
there are many other "groups ;; '. within the

The manuscript for the , tor ts:' contracts ; workman 's
and
Layman's Guide to Virginia Law compensation ; civil
is more or less complete , c r im ina I
pro c e d u r e :
according to editor Janet Brown,
bankruptcy ; civil rights :
A, professor or attorney women 's rights ; and poverty
revIewed each chapter over. the
la w. The work remaining
sumdmer , to makte sugge~t!OnAs consists primarily of final
POlllt ou
errors ,
editing ,
a rranging
and
an
substantial amount of work. compiling into a cohesive form .
however, remains to be done
The Guide's pI anners ar e
before the Guide will be ready currently seeking a publisher
for print.
and toward that end have been
Brian Costello who has sending copies of two articles
knowledge of the publishing and a summary of the contents
field, has joined the editorial
to various publishers, Brown is
staff of the Guide to help v.ith
confident that "once a publisher
sees the materials, he will be
this work, He will review each
chapter noting any errors and
anxious to publish the Guide."
will make initial suggestions for
The final format of the Guide
final corrections.
will rest on discussions with the
- - The Guide tentatively includeS - puolisher , out Brown- would like -chapters on landlord and tenant to see the Guide in paperback
law ; legal ethics, particularly
" beca use of price and
attnrney-C'lient relationship;
accessibility. '

ABA/LSD Membership
Beneficial For Students
Membership in the Law School
Division of the American Bar
Association entitles students to
financial and educational
benefits .
If the student passes the bar
of
within nine
months
graduation, the membership fee
of the ABA is waived for the first
year. This effecuates a $2.50
savings since the membership
fee for the ABA is $7.50 and the
fee for LSD-ABA is $5.
Publications are available in
twenty·four specific areas of law
for the nominal fee of either
three of five dollars. These
publications include every
major area of law, handling
each in a comprehensive
In
addition ,
manner .
membership entitles one to the
LSD magazine, Student Lawyer,

free of charge.
Excellent health and life
insurance programs can be had
through the LSD-ABA at rates
cheaper
than
anything
comparable.
Available to members is the
opportunity to use JURISCAN, a
new national computerized job
search program.
The Law School Service Fund
section offers to schools with
twenty
per
cent
LSD
membership matching grants up
to $1,000.

Additional information,
insurance pamphlets , and
application forms can be found
in the library and the student
coffee bar ; or contact LSD-ABA
representative Jim Hanagan at
220-2697 .

'.

Law School which are not actively recruited
by either the administration or ,Law School
organizations. Suffice it to say that
recruitment should be done through and-or
by an administrative office, and student
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organizations should work with administrative recruitment progra'm s rather
than through a formal program carriled on by
the organization itself.
While some proposed budget ~llocations ,
especially to organizations , appear rather
low , and other allocations in this year's
budget have taken a definite increase over
last year , in particular allocations for office
equipment and repair, the SBA budget as a
whole appears ra ther fair , regardless of
claims by some organizations. Of interest is
the fact that four organizations or groups
requested money from the SBA this year that
had not requested funds in previous years,
and all were allocated funds by the SBA. Of
particular note is the Williamsbw'g Area
Legal Aid (see chart on funding elsewhere in
this issue for entire budgetary break-down)
which requested funds merely to get the
organization started, and the SBA responded
by funding the total amount requested. Once
started , the organization hopes to become
self-sufficient, and the SBA Board indicated
approval of the fact that the Legal Aid
organization did not come to the SBA with a
' request for complete SBA funding.
." : 5.
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SBA

October

Approves

By Margaret Askew
Almost $7,000 was allocated
among 23 different areas at the
SBA Board Meeting October 8.
Prior to the final vote, a general
discussion meeting was held
October 7 where representatives
of the different organizations
questioned Board members on
the proposed budget presented
then.
Little changes were made
following the general meeting
October 7. A total of 8115 was
reallocated from Speakers and
Social Affairs categories to
BALSA , Environmental Law
and Jessup Moot Court. (See
chart for final figures in the
Budget> _
Out of the total budget of
$6,780, the BSA funds 83 ,280 and
the remainder, $3,500, is funded

Organizations
Mary and William Society
Williamsburg Area Legal Aid
Post Conviction Assistance Project
Legislative Research Council
Law Student Div. , American Bar Ass'n.
Black American Law Students Ass'n.
Environmental Law Group
International Law Society
Professional Affairs
Moot Court
Jessup Moot Court
Speakers
Law Day
Student Affairs
Orientation
Spring Awards Convocation
Layman 's Guide to Va. Law
Marshall-Wythe Lobbying Group

from SBA dues .
Guy Strong, President of the
SBA , said he originally
requested $4,600 from BSA, and,
despite appeals to BSA, this
figure was reduced and set at
$3 ,280. Strong pointed out at the
October 7 meeting that the funds
from BSA, together with the
funds received by the Amicus
Curiae, represent a $14.50 per
law student return on the $18 per
yea r investment each law
student sends to BSA when
paying student activity fees .
Breakdown of the SBA Budget
shows $1 ,925 going to eight
organizations, $1,750 going to
four professional affairs items,
$850 to students affairs , $1 ,185 to
social affairs and $1 ,055 to
operations .
Overall ,
the
eight
organizations were funded at an
amount less than requested. A
request of $1 ,280 from BALSA
was cut to $340 by the SBA .
Included in the BLSA request
was over 8600 for the
recruitment of minority groups,
and about $250 for a March
conve ntion for black la w
students in Virginia .
SBA Board members, at the
October 7 meeting , said
BALSA 's budget was cut
because the " general feelings of
the group were that student fees
should not be used for
recruiting. "
BALSA
representatives
argued for recruitment funds ,
claiming. " If we don't do it, who
will? This is for Marshall-Wythe
_ _ . This is for William and
Mary. "
SBA Board members, as a
result of discussion at t he
October 7 meeting. increased the
proposed funding of BALSA
from $275 to 8340 before the final
budget vote October 8. but
decided against increasing it
any further.
A budget request of $1.240 bv
the Internationa l Law Society
was pared down to S350 by the
SBA in the final bud g e L
International Law has asked for
the large amount in order to
.::arry on an increased speakers
program and a symposium. but
a spokesman for the group
commented that International
Law can " live with what we
have _"
Environmental Law Society,
which had requested alunding of
$822. received $325 from the

Social Affairs
Operations
Colonial Echo Coverage
Student Directory
Office Equipment and Repair
Office Supplies and Stationery
Printi"" and Xeroxing
PubliCity

Totals

SBA_ Environmental Law had
included publication of the first
issu e of their
proposed
newsletter in their budget, but
this item was deleted by the
SBA.
Representati ves
of
Environmental Law said they
were attempting to secure funds
from the funds left in the
discontinued Colonial Lawyer
acco unt to publish th'eir
newsletter.
Since
many
of
the
organizations had requested
sizable amounts to be used for
va rious speakers, the idea of an
all-school Speakers Bureau was
discussed. Under this concept,
the
Bureau
could
take
suggestions
from
all
organizations as to possible
speakers and speakers brought
to the Law School would be
sponsored by more than one
organization, or co-sponsored
with the SBA . Under the
finalized budget , the speakers
category has 8300.
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1975-76 Budget
'74-'75 Budget
$0.00
0.00
325.00
125.00
425.00
325.00
100.00
250.00
$1550.00

Requested

BSA

$175.00
150.00
460.00
125.00
425.00
1280.00
822.00
1240.00
$4677.00

$175.00

$775.00
125.00
450.00
150.00
$1500.00

$1280.00
365.00

175.00
285.00
300.00
350.00
$1285.00

SBA
150.00
325.00
75.00
100.00
55.00
25.00
$730.00
$950.00
275 .00

300 .00
100.0
$400.00

Total
$175.00
150.00
325.00
75.00
275.00
340.00
325.00
350.00
$2015.00

50.00
$1275.00

$950.00
275.00
300.00
150.00
$1675.00

$60.00
50.00
0.00
~
8110.00

$100.00
75 .00
100.00

$250.00
25.00
100.00
200_00
$575.00

$350.00
100.00
200.00
200.00
$850.00

$1250.00

$490.00

$695.00

$1185.00

$80.00
170.00
200 .00
100.00
250 .00
80.00
$880.00

$80.00
350 .00
150.00
200 .00
50.00
$830.00

35.00
25.00
$225.00

$95.00
150.00
350.00
150.00
235.00
75.00
$1055.00

$5290.00

$3280.00

$3500.00

$6780.00

The Mary and William Society
requested $175 to supplement
membership dues in funding a
spring symposium and a divorce
handbook . Williamsburg Legal
Aid requested $150 to start the
organization's efforts in setting
up a local legal aid organization .
The money they requested was
to get the group started in
January_
Layman's Guide to Virginia
Law received $200 to help defray
publication costs. Another new
organization,
Marshall-Wythe
Lobbying Group, received $200
for lobbying efforts in acquiring
funds for a new Law School
building from the Virginia
Assembly.
The Social Affairs budget
received some discussion at the
October 7 meeting with students
present asking for more detailed

information about the cost of
various functions the SBA
sponsors. Of particular concern
was the amount of money
usually spent on the Christmas
Party. which will either be
cancelled or moved to an earlier
date this year due to preChristmas exams.
Strong was unable at the
October 7 meeting to exactly
determine how much is spent on
each SBA social affair, but
commented that money saved
from one event is -usually
directed to another social event,
and by maintaining a large
social budget, the SBA is able to
hold social functions without
charging the student body a
large amount.
Funding of the spring
Barrister's Ball was discussed

$15.00
150.00

at the October 7 meeting . Strong
said that contrary to popular
opinion , the Ball is generally
self-supporting, adding that last
year the SBA paid only about $30
toward the Ball.
Little comment was make a t
the
October
7
meetin,.
concerning the operation
budget of the SBA. The tota
operations budget this year j
$1 ,055 , as compared with a tot ~
budget of $88() in 1974-75.
particular note was an increas
of $150 in the area of offic
equipment and repair.
Final vote on the 1975-7»
budget was held at 5 p.m . on
October 8 in the SBA office . Nine
members were present for the
fmal vote and the budget was
adopted by a vote of seven to
zero, with two abstentions.

Moot Court and Jessup Moot
Court both received larger
allocat ions this year than
received last year. The increase
in Moot Court's budget was due
to the 8500 grant received last
year from ABA-LSD, which the
organization did not expect to be
able to receive this year as the
award is seldom given to the
same organization two years in a
row. and Moot Court has already
received the grant two years in a
row .
Jessup Moot Court asked for
funding for the typing and
printing of briefs and also for
travel
and
expenses
at
to urnaments_ Although they
received more than last year,
they did not receive the entire
amount requested _
Four organizations requested
money this year that had not
previous) been fUl!~ed by SBA,
and all received money.--

SBA board members and law
students gathered Octobe.r 7 for
the annual SBA budget meeting.

Discussion of various groups
-and the funding requested by
each was held and budgetary

allotments were discussed by.
the students present.
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For Virginia Residency
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Continued from p. 1
Nevertheless, the tuition .
saving for in-state students is
substantial - as mentioned
above , $649 per semester.
Assume then that one has
decided he wants to obtain instate status.
Intent "the unqualified
intention
of
remaining
permanently in Virginia after
leaving such institution" - is
the vital element. Yet intent is a
subjective matter and difficult
to prove to another. Moreover,
intent, and its accompanying
"domicile," must be present a
full calendar year before
application can be made for instate classification.
While one must be able to
convince the examiners as to his
intent, he must also necessarily
have built up a strong case based
on objective criteria.
These criteria, familiarily
referred to as indicia , include
payment of Virginia tax
(income, personal property,
realty) , Virginia motor vehicle
registration and driver's license,
financial independence from
out-of-state
parents,
and
Virginia voter registration.
Further indicia a student can
use to his advantage are
Virginia employment ; Virginia
bank accounts ; membership in
local clubs, church groups, and
civic
organizations;
subscriptions to
Virginia
newspapers ;
and
a
predetermination to reside in
Virginia by having applied to
only Virginia schools.
Tax liability, motor vehicle
registration, and driver's license
must almost always have been
transferred to Virginia a full
year before application for instate tuition is made. Financial
independence must also have
occurred at least one year prior.
Voter registration is a slightly
different matter. If one was
registered in another state
immediately prior to switching
to Virginia, the transfer must be
made a full year before. This is
viewed as proof toward
renunciation of that prior
domicile.
According to Kenneth Greene,
Assistant Treasurer, for one who
was not previously on another
state's voting register the time
element in that matter then loses
its crucial nature. Registration
to vote in Virginia prior to
making actual application for instate status is still highly
advisable, however.
The other indicia listed carry
appreciably less weight, but
having them can only serve to
strengthen a student's case.
To recap, intent is the major
factor in establishing domicile.
Of the objective indicia of
domicile , certain ones are
crucial, others are of lesser
importance.
Application for in-state status
must be made no later than five
days after the first day of classes
of the semester for which it is
requested by filling out standard
forms
for
the
College
Treasurer's Office.
There the applications are
decided upon by Greene and
Frances Meadows, Supervisor of
Student Accounts.
__ Greene emphasized to the

Amicus that his office tries to be
as objective as possible in
evaluating these applications.
He further sees domicile as
"something difficult to prove."
Because of the nature of the
Treasurer's Office, there is a
natural sentiment on the part of
its examiners to try to prevent
students from taking unfair
advantage of the in-state
residency process. Greene
stated, "The burden of proof is
on the students, and we're going
to make them prove it."
In answer to a question as to
whether
law
students'
applications are treated any
differently than those of other
students, Mr. Greene again
stressed the notion of objectivity
and said that applications from
Marshall-Wythe are evaluated
consistently with the way other
students' applications are.
Greene did not have available
figures on the percentage of law
applications for in-state status
approved by the Treasurer's
Office. The personal opinion of
this writer is that the figure is 0070 per cent, an estimate about
which Greene commented, "It's
at least that many."
A student whose application is
rejected by the Treasurer's
Office may appeal within 10 days
to the Status Reviewing Officer
for the college. Since second
semester of last year, Harvey
Frank of the Marshall-Wythe
faculty has served in that
capacity.
Review of the student's
application is conducted here, as
at the further levels of appeal, on
a de novo basis. Thus, the
rejected application is reevaluated on its whole and not
merely as to its previous
"defects. "
Frank is ambivalent toward
the continuing sequence of de
novo review. On one hand, he
sees it as "a terrible waste of
time to have three, perhaps four,
de novo reviews of facts." Still,
he regards it as "an attempt to
give a due process procedure to
the situation" and states, "If I
made findings of facts as an
administrative judge might and
those facts were binding m the
review, there would probably
not be much to review."
Frank estimated that last
spring he reversed the
Treasurer's Office on roughly 20
per cent of the appeals made to
him . .
These
include
undergraduate and other
graduate students as well as law
students.
In this regard, he said he feels
that the percentage he approves
could tend to be higher for the
spring semesters as, for various
reasons,
many
students
applying then for in-state status
have better cases to present.
This semester, the Status
Reviewing Officer has received
approximately 40 appeals, again
on a college-wide basis. These he
breaks
down
into
two
categories: those he can reverse
on their face - maybe 10 per
cent; the remainder in which
case he then asks the students if
they want a hearing. Of that
remainder, about one-third in
fact requested hearings, none of
which had been heard as of
September 22.

Jim

ROIlC8.

Joe Marinaro were elected as
first-year representatives to the
SBA in the October election.
They received. respectively. 45.
43 and 42 votes. Otber canFrank elaborated on an
overall tightening of procedures
regarding the granting of instate status. "The student is
going to have to produce a lot
more documentary evidence
than in the past. We no longer
are just going to take their word
for many of the facts upon which
the indicia are based."
Of course, the reason for this
crackdown is, as Frank puts it,
"the wide.;;pread allegations of
cheating" in the in-state
residency process. Thus, the
extent to which such checks are
to be made will depend on his
evaluation of the overall
veracity of the student
applicant.
In commenting on particular
problems encountered by law
students seeking in-state status,
Frank
pointed
to
the
commencement of law classes in
August this fall rather than in
September as in the past. He
said that he , as Status
Reviewing Officer, is holding
applicants strictly to the one-full
year domiciliary period and
stated, "It's the statute: There's
no question about that."
Another matter of concern to
some on which he commented
was "the letter" he drafted as a
model with the intention of
asking law school appellants to
rewrite to fit their own situations
and submit. Due to problems in
administering it, plans to use
any such letter have now been
suspended indefinitely.
The letter was designed to
state that the signer intended to
take only the Virginia Bar and
live in Virginia for a stated time
after graduation.
A copy of the student's letter
was then to have been filed with
the Dean's Office and could have
been taken into consideration if
the student later applied to take
an out-of-state bar exam and the
Dean were requested to certify
that student as a person of good
moral character.
Though Frank 's request for
such a letter appears to be of
dubious constitutionality, the
risks involved to the student
signing it would seem obvious.
Frank said that this letter
would have been "a very good
way to enable students to
represent their subjective
intentions in some objective
way."
Dean Emeric Fischer declined
to prognosticate as to any future
problems arising out of the
aforementioned. Jetter. He .JM,

dhlates aDd tile v.tes reeeiYed
were: SaUy Collins, 40 votes;
Cbarlotte Carter, 30, Bill
Harrison. 26, and Bill Givivan,
write-in candidate, one vote. The
however, say, "The matter of
residency is an administrative
function of the College and not
the Law School Dean's Office."
He implied that, for this reason ,
he desires not to involve the
Dean's Office in a role as
potential enforcer as to the
stated contents of such a letter.
As to any advantage law
students applying for in-state
status have over other students,
Frank finds third-year law
students in a rather favorable
position. He said he sees them as
having presumably taken steps
toward obtaining permanent
Virginia employment and
preparing actively to take the
Virginia Bar as well as having
lived in Virginia for a time
before claiming domicile.
Conversely, he stated, "I have
difficulty in accepting claims of
second-year law students that
they made a detennination to
live and practice in Virginia the
day that they arrived in Virginia
- that is, in the absence of
special situations."
Frank continued "I have
attempted to furnish the
Treasurer's Office with infonnal
guidelines. Perhaps that office
and I are becoming more
consistent. Perhaps they , in
learning my attitude , are
becoming more liberal in some
areas and more conservative in
others.
"I am concerned that if the
administration
and
the
legislature feel that in-state
tuition procedures are being
abused. then there may be
pressure to do one of two things.
"First, they may admit fewer
out-of-state students because the
legislature is going to be
reluctant to subsidize nonVirginians.
.. 'econdly. they might adopt
the tuition procedures practice
as adopted by at least one
Virginia school - tuition was
made unifonn by lowering it for
out-of-state students and raising
it for in-state students.
"A reasonable number of
students who arrive at William
and Mary without any real
intention to remain in the state
do form an attachment to
Virginia , and, in fact , a fair
number of graduates do
ultimately remain in Virginia.
"Yet, both those who do intend
to _r.e.main and th~ wbo don't

October 1 election saw a very
poor turnout among first-year

students as only 83 students
bothered to vote for tbe rep
positions.
are equally able to furnish the
external
indicia ,
and
detennining intention is no less
difficult in this area of the law
than in others - extremely
difficult. "
In closing, Frank described
the job of Status Reviewing
Officer as a "thankless task."
The next level of appeal for
one still determined to obtain
Virginia residency for tuition
purposes is the Status Appeals
Board. The Treasurer's Office
also has the right to appeal a
decision of the Status Reviewing.
Officer to this board, but, for
practical
purposes ,
t he
Treasurer s
Office
never
appeals.
Student appeals must be made
to the three-member board
within 10 days of the Status
Reviewing
Officer ' s
determination.
Dulcey
Fowler of the
Ma rshall -Wythe faculty and
William O' Connell, Associate
Dean for Graduate Studies, have
served on the board since its
inception last year. The third
member for this year has yet to
be appointed.
Fowler told the Amicus that
the Status Appeals Board
handled eight or nine cases - all
hearings - last year on a
college-wide basis and that
approval of in-state status was
granted to three of the
applicants.
She spoke favorably of de novo
review. "It should appeal to
students in that a review is not
limited in any way by the
fmdings of the Status Reviewing
Officer.'
The final avenue of appeal is to
the President of the College. who
has delegated Jerry
an
Voorhis. assistant to the
President. to handle such c.a ses .
Five days from the time of the
decision of the Status Appeals
Board are allowed for such an
appeal to be filed. Whether the
student is granted a hearing is a
matter up to the discretion of
Van Voorhis.
Last year, only one appeal not that of a law student - was
pursued to this level. That
appeal
challenged
the
constitutionality of the entire
proc ~and was rej,ected.
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Jim Dickinson Selected
For International Position

Jim Dickinson, a third-year
student, has been appointed as a
clerk for the Chief Justice of the
Supreme Court of Lebanon in
this year's Mock Demonstration

of a proc:eediDg before the International Court of Justice, to
be held at the Sheraton Park
Hotel in Washington, D.C., Oct.
12-17 .

Library Changes Made
To Facilitate Studying
Continued from p. 1
Committee
and
to
Mr.
Whitehead that we see which
books
can
be
moved
downstairs. " He cited as an
example the collection of old
Virginia Acts of the Assembly
which take up a whole shelf
section near the Moot Courtroom
entrance. Other little·used legal
literature will also be moved.
Fischer said it might be
desirable to remove the partition
that separates t he looseleaf
service room , freeing additional
floor space for tables.
" My idea is to create a clear
area where we can put all the
tables together. That would
solve two problems: It would cut
down on noise in the study area ,
and it would make for easier
access to the stacks." Dean
Fischer said that the current
arrangement, where students
study at ta bles in front of the
frequently·used reporter and
digest collections. blocks access
to those aisles.
Posi tioning
the reserve
collection remains a problem , he
acknowledged. " I haven 't
decided what to do with the
reserve books . They are now
cutting off access to the
periodical shelves , so they have
got to be moved ."
Dunahoo's committee is
expected to recommend a new
location for the reserve books in
its report. "1 told them it was a
matter of urgency ," Fischer
added.
Other library problem areas

include an alleged abuse of the
faculty borrowing privilege and
excessive conversation in study
areas.
"1 have announced to the
faculty that they should borrow,
not hold, library books, so I've
done all 1 can do . Now. it's up to
the library staff to notify
persons, faculty or students, to
get those books back when they
are due. I told the faculty to take
books only when they need to use
them and to return them when
they are finished, even before
the two week limit if possible,"
Fischer said.

The only solution the Dean
sees to the noise problem is
student and faculty cooperation
with the goal of silence in the
library. He noted that closing off
the Moo~ Courtroom entrance to
the library has reduced the noise
level substantiaJly. As for the
talking problem, the Dean noted,
"All 1 can say is behave as
though you are in a library.
Respect those who are trying to
work."
Fischer said he would
welcome student suggestions
about
possible
library
improvements. He intends to
visit the coffee bar periodically
to talk with students about the
library and other law school
problems.
"1 realize I can't make it an
ideal library," he conceded.
"That can come only with a new
building." But tbe planned
rearrangement may make it at
least more comfortable and
usable
under
present
constraints. he concluded.

Third-year student Jim
Dickinson has been honored by
the World Peace Through Law
Conference by an appointment
as clerk for the Chief Justice of
the Supreme Court of Lebanon ,
Emile Aboukheir, in this year's
Mock Demonstra tion of a
proceeding
before
the
International Court of Justice, to
be held at the Sheraton Park
Hotel in Washington , D.C .,
between October 12-17.
The Mock Demonstration is
part of the World Peace Through
Law Conference, sponsored
yearly by Charles Rhyne, a
Washington, D.C., attorney, as a
fo rum for discussion of
international legal issues of wide
present import to the world. The
conference attracts lawyers ,
justices and other men of repute
from all over the world. This
year's meeting in Washington ,
D.C., is the first in years that has
been held in the United States.
Last year's conference was held
in Bucharest, Hungary .
In addition to Aboukheir ,
juriSts from the nations of
Finland ,
Tobago-Trinidad ,

Norway, The Phillipines, and
Ireland will take part in deciding
this year's Mock Demonstration.
Ora lists in the problem will
attend from Nigeria, Egypt, the
United States, Israel and Italy.
The problem this year is
reminiscent of the Arab Oil
Embargo of 1973 and its
resulting com plica tions. State
Alpha invated state Pi. Alpha
was supported, but not actually
joined in the invasion,J>y state
Beta . A cease fire was thereafter
imposed, and the U.N. Security
Council sanctioned Alpha's
occupation of a security strip
about one kilometer wide.
Pi is a significant oilproducing state and, with Sigma
and Tau, a member of an oilproducing nations ' organization.
These three nations , in
retaliation for the above events,
have imposed a boycott against
states Gamma and Delta, who
are suppliers of Alpha and Beta.
A blacklisting of nationals of the
states involved has also been
instituted.
In retaliation for these
sanctions, Gamma and Delta

have imposed a food boycott of
their own on Pi , Sigma, and Tau.
Famine has therefore broken out
in Tau . To resolve these
disputes, Delta and Gamma
have made a specific agreement
with Pi, Sigma and Tau to try
before the International Court of
Justice the questions of whether
any or all of the economic
sanctions
imposed
are
permissible under international
law .
.HmJ2!.ckinson's place in this
problem will be to assist, in
every way possible, Aboukheir
up to, and possibly including,
involvement with the writing of
the decision itself. Dickinson
received his appointment
because of his first-place'
showing among oralists in last
year's regional competition in
the Jessup Moot Court program,
an honor he achieved through
competing as one of twenty-five
participants from nine schools.
The Mock Demonstration is to be
held Wednesday , October 15,
with a decision to be rendered
Thursday , October 16.

UColonial Lawyer" Nears

Demise As Publication

By Richard Foster
Unmourned and largely
unnoticed , the Colonial Lawyer
has shuffled off this mortal coil.
All that remains of this once
grand conception is about $2,000
appropriated last year by the
Publications Council, and now
being held by them in escrow.
Due to no issues being
published in the 1974-75
academic year , none of this
money was spent. The prime
question now is what is to
become to the funds .
According to Jane Bedno, the
Law School 's representative to
the Publication Council, that
organization is willing to release
the money to any group which
presents a viable publication
proposal. This would include
persons who would be willing to
resurrect the Colonial Lawyer.
However. since there has been
no budgeting for the Colonial'
Lawyer
this
year,
and
apparently will be none, the
present available funds would
cover only the cost of one issue.
Perhaps a successful publication
would induce budgeting for the
next year.
All this is largely an academic
question since no one has come
forward offering to assume the
burden of publishing such a
magazine. Based on the history
of the Colonial Lawyer; its

inability to get any :stuaent
support either in ter.ms of editing
or publishing, there seems little
chance of a revival.
In fact, the tri-editors
appointed last year, John Klein,
Bill Hoffman and Judy Wall,
made sincere efforts to get
students to become involved.
They had even chosen a topic for
the
fall
issue,
Sex
Discrimination, which t.hey felt
would generate student interest.
Hoffman went to Professor
Brown's class on Discrimination
and the Law this summer
soliciting articles. Still the
response was negligible and the
tri-editors decided to cease
efforts at publication.
The fate of the $2,000 is still
unclear . The only group
apparently trying to come up
with a proposal is the
Environmental Law Group .

18th Cenfllry Lavv tJOOJ(SI
Original Legal Prints

They would use the money to
an
environmental
fund
newsletter .
Whether or not any acceptable
proposal is submitted there' is a
strong feeling among the SBA
that the money belongs to the
Law School, and should be rerouted to the Law School for its
use. However, it is uncertain if
the Publications Council could'
do this directly or if they would
have to return the money to the
BSA.
Beyond this there is the
problem of how willing the
Publication Council would be to
part with the money unless for
some publication. The money is
being held at least until
November 1 for the Law School
publications use, after that what
will be done with it, if there is no
acceptable proposal, is difficult
to 'ud e.

COME BY
REAL OFTEN

NOTICE

YOU DESERVE

On September 3. 1975, the
Judicial Council received a
report of an alledged Honor Code
violation . The charge was lying,
and the accused student was
found innocent by an unanimous
vote.
Lawrence Cumming
Chief Justice

-Great Fountain Treats
-The Best Ice Cream
-Creative Party Desserts

Merchants Square

t..... ~ £

•

Tel . 220-0298

420 Prince George Street
Williamsburg, Va. 23185
(1104) 22~-,1260

Baskin-Robbins
416 Prince George St.
229-6385
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M- W Bus Service Provides

BUS SCHEDULE
JAMES BLAIR T·ERRACE (GREEN RUN)
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

Transportation For Students

2nd SHIFT
1st SHIFT
For those unfortunate law
next to the Hilton if you ask the an additional stop at the College
Leave
Leave
Bus "" Leave
Bus
""
Leave
Bus ""
J.B.T .
* Rich'd Rd .
• Rich 'd Rd.
bus driver ) to James Blair Bookstore. It returns by way of BUI "" J.B.T.
students who are forced to
Terrace (JBT ), men 's off- Scotland Street to its place of
traverse the environs of
2:40 pm
I
7:00
am
7:30
am
campus residence halls . The bus origin at Richmond Road across xp 7:15 am
Williamsburg and the college
3:00 pm
2
leaves JBT (making a stop a t the from the Texaco Service Station .
campus by foot, there is bus
3:20 pM
8:00 am
I
2 7:30 am
2
I 3:00 pm
are
two
green
buses,
There
fire station on Iron Bound Road
service provided by the College.
xp
7:45
am
3:40 pm
2
2
3:20
pm
Green William and Mary buses
fifty yards from the Hilton ) labeled " JBT" and " Ludwell."
4:00 pm
I 8:00 am
8:30 am
I
I
3:40
pm
The
bus
that
travels
the
above
regularly make a circuit through
returning to campus on a similar
4:20 pm
xp
8:15
am
2
~
4:00
pm
"
JBT"
bus.
Make
route
is
the
route as the out-gomg bus.
the campus and out to the west
4:40 pm
2
8:30
am
9:00
am
I
2
I
4:20
pm
that
this
is
the
bus
you
sure
end of the city, making stops at
For those who departed the
5:00 pm
xp
8:45
am
2
2
4:40
pm
board,
otherwise
you
will
end
up
the Monticello Shopping Center
bus a t Monticello Shopping
I 9:00 am
5:20 pm
I
9:20 am
I
I 5:00 pm
andnear the Hilton Inn on
center and wish to catch the at the Ludwell off-campus
2 9:20 am
9:40 am
2 5:20 pm
2
2 5:40 pm
return bus to campus, the bus residences .
Richmond Road. All students
I 9:40 am
6:00 pm
I
I 10:00 am
I 5:40 pm
stop is next to the Sears Store
can ride the buses ; no
The accompanying schedule
6:20 pm
2 10:00 am
2 10:20 am
2 6:00 pm
2
near the Food Fair. The return lists the times that the bus
identification is necessary.
I 10:20 am
6:40 pm
I 10:40 am
I 6:20 pm
I
bus makes essentially the same departs from Richmond Road
The bus originates at a bus
2 10:40 am
7:00 pm
2 11:00 am
2 6:40 pm
2
stops as the out-going bus with and JBT.
stop on Richmond road across
I 11:00 am
7:30 pm
I 11:20 am
I 7:00 pm
I
the street from the Texaco
2 II :20 am
8:00 pm
2 11:40 am
2 7:30 pm
2
Service Station near Blow
I 11:40 pm
I
12: noon
8:30 pm
I 8:00 pm
I
Gymnasium . From there it
2 12: noon
2 12:20 pm
9:00 pm
2 8:30 pm
2
travels the following route: east
I 12:20 pm
I 12:40 pm
I
9:30 pm
I 9:00 pm
on Richmond Road by Duke of
2 12:40 pm
2
1:00 pm
2 9:30 pm
2 10:00 pm
Gloucester Street to Jamestown
I 1:00 pm
I
1:20 pm
I 10:00 pm
Road (stop at Barrett Hall near
I 10:30 pm
Phi Beta Kappa Hall) ; right off
By Louise Murtagh
2 1:20 pm
2
I :40 pm
2 10:30 pm
2 11:00 pm
Faculty Placement Committee,
of Jamestown Road on to
The Virginia Bar Association , and Peggy Strand reserved the
I 1:40 pm
I
2:00 pm
I 11:00 pm
I II :30 pm
Botetourt Drive (stop near Adair through its Law School Liaison Little
2 2:00 pm
2
2:20 pm
2 11:30 pm
2 12:00 mid
Theatre ,
made
Gymnasium ) ; left onto New Committee, sponsored a panel arra ngements for the P .A.
I 2:20 pm
I 12: mid
*1 12:30 pm
Campus Drive (stops at Dupont discussion which took place system, did publicity and had
2 2:40 pm
2 12:30 pm
1:00 am
*2
Hall , Commons dining Hall and September 25 in the Little some schedules changed so that
*1 1:00 am
* Runs IFriday night only
the Fraternity Houses); left onto Theatre of the Campus Center. more students could attend . The
*2 2:00 am
Richmond Road traveling west Gary R. Sheehan, of Lewis , event was well attended.
past the Holiday Inn ; right onto Wilson, Cowles, Lewis and Jones
The panel consisted of five
Bacon Avenue to Lafayette in Arlington, Chairman of the law yers : Robert G. Byrum
Street and back to Richmond Committee, initiated the event
(Ma rshall-W ythe alumnus ),
Road (stop at intersection of and C. Michael Montgomery of representing a small two-man
Richmond Road andMonticelio Seawell, McCoy , Winston and firm doing general practice ;
BUS SCHEDULE
Avenue near Gulf Service Dalton in Norfolk, invited the
Michael Barney <University of
JAMES
BLAIR
TERRACE (GREEN RUN)
Station across from the shopping four
young
lawyers
to Richmond alumnus )
center); right onto Richmond participate in the discussion .
SATURDAY AND SUND,A Y
representing business , real
At this end, Kathy King, estate ;
Road (US 60) traveling west ;
Philip
Da vey
left onto Iron Bound Road (stop student representative on the
('Wasnington
and
Lee),
:jlt::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::':::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;;;::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~\.
Jd· S)....JJJ=r
2nd SHIFT
admiralty ; Daralyn Gordon
(Marshall-Wythe ), representing
Leave
BUl j
Bus :II l@ave
Bus # Leave
Bus # Leave
rea! e.state, trust and estates and
• Rich'd Rd.
J.B.T.
• Rich 'd Rd .
J.B.T.
~~
QU(1\it)l in men's suitings maniJests itself in
•.•. civil litigation and C. Michael
8:00 am
I
5:00 pm
I 7:30 am
I
Montgomery (University of
9:00 am
5:30 pm
I 8:30 am
2
I
three major areas: the fabrics used, the
Virginia ) civil litigation for the
10:00
am
I
9:30
am
I
5:30
pm
I
6:00 pm
I
defendant. Thus , various areas
6:30 pm
2 10:00 am
2 10:'30 am
2 6:00 pm
2
of law were represented as were
manufacturer's tailoring, and the final fitting
7:00 pm
I
10:30
am
I
11:00
am
I
6:30
pm
I
various types of firms.
2 11:00 am
2
7:30 pm
2 7:00 pm
2 11:30 am
and alterations of the garment. We at
12: noon
I 11:30 am
I 7:30 pm
8:00 pm
I
I
The lawyers discussed the
2 8:00 pm
2 12: noon
2 12:30 pm
8:30 prn
2
differences between types of
Beecroft & Bull, Ltd. offer a fine range of
I 12:30 pm
I
1:00 pm
I 8:30 pm
I
9:00 pm
practice, size of firms , and what
2 1:00 pm
2
1:30 pm
2 9:00 pm
9:30 pm
2
the various firms might look for
imported English woolens in Gaberdine,
I 9:30 pm
I 1:30 pm
I
2:00 pm
I 10:00 pM
in a prospective employee. Job
2 2:00 pm
2:30 pm
2 10:00 pm
hunting was discussed a t length
2 10:30 pm
2
and Gordon gave some tips on
I 2:30 pm
I
3:00 pm
I 10:30 pm
flannel , twill, and home-spun finishes. Our
I 11:00 pm
2 3:00 pm
3:30 pm
2 11:00 pm
the kinds of questions women
2
2 11:30 pm
I 3:30 pm
could expect in their interviews.
I
4:00 pm
I 11:30 pm
I 12:00 mid
manufacturers, principally Southwick, add
A question and answer period
2 4:00 pm
2 12: mid
4:30 pm
2
2* 12:30 am
followed .
I 4:30 pm
I 12:30 am
the extra touches to our suits that combine
2 5:00 pm
2* 1:00 am
2* 1:30 am
2*
2:00
am
smart styling with excellent workmanship.
* Runs Sat. nites only
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We Promise
-Extra Fresh Donuts
-Freshly Ground Coffee
-Friendly Service
238 - Second st.
Williamsburg, Va.
(Next To Tudor Car Wash)
220-2281
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I have accepted a position with:
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For true value and a lasting investment,
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Berkeley Cleaners
LAUNDRY
SHEETS, PILLOWCASES
PERSONAL CLOTHES

1208 Jamestown Rd. and
James York Shopping Plaza
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Plimpton Compares Legal

Education With 20's, 30's
Drawing from his experiences
in a highly disti nguished legal
career which dates back to the
days of "Silent Cal" Coolidge.
Franci P .T. Plimpton spoke on
the varied aspects of legal
education at l\larhshaU-Wythe
on eptember 30. Approximately
fort y students attended the
infor mal lecture by P limpton.
who was viSiting the William and
Ma r y Campus as a na tional Phi
Beta Ka ppa visi ting schola r .
Curr e ntl y a corp or a t ion
lawyer with the New York law
firm of Devevoise , P limpton.
I,.vons & Ga tes , Plimpton (J .D.
Ha r vard , 1925) is also a member
and former presiden t of the ew

York ta te Bar Association ,
inember of the Ho us e of
Delegates of the ABA and board
member of the Center for Law
and Social P olicy and the Adlai
E . teyens on Institute for
International Affairs.
He is a forme r ambassador
and de puty U . . representative
to t he Uni ted
ations an d
general s olicitor wi th the
depres ion-era Reconstr uction
F ina nce Corpo ra tion in the
1930·s.
In his lect ure P li mpton
covered the broad field of legal
education in the -19-0s-including the
expanding
course

Council Can Handle
Any Summer Violations
If an Honor Code violation

should occur during the summer
months
Judicial
Council
. procedures would provide
alternative
means
of
adjudication to overcome any
practical problems created by
the summer recess .
Consideration of this matter
arose when a law student was
charged with a violation of the
Honor Code this past summer.
Inquiry was made as to whether
the absence of Council members
from Williamsburg during the
summer would delay or preclude
action on any alleged violation
occurring in that interim .
As has not been the case in
previous years , there was no
Judicial Council this summer.
Guy Strong, SBA President,
noted that he could not make
immediate nominations to the
Council last spring since SBA
Board members insisted upon
interviews of nominees prior to
their confirmation.
Lack of time precluded
interviews in the period between
SBA elections and spring exams.
As a result, Council positions
were not passed on until the first
meeting of the SBA earlier this
semester.
Yet , according to Larr y
Cumm ing . Chief Justice of the
Judicial Council , this state of
affairs would not necessarily
dictate Council inaction on an y
viola tion during the summer
months . If the a lleged violator
we re a returning student,
Counc il judgm e nt could be
delayed unt il the fa ll semester.
im i larl y . if the v iolation
occurred during the student's

final term , his or her graduation
could be held up pending the
Honor Code decision .
Cumming also outlined an
alternative which implements
a n Honor Code prOVISIOn
authorizing the appointment of
temporary members of the
Council. Under this authority ,
the Chief Justice or the Dean
could
make
interim
appointments from among the
student body to the Council in
order to account for any
memb er ' s
absence
from
Williamsburg . Such
appointments would be effective
for either the course of a
particular trial , or for the entire
summer recess .
This interim group could thus
pass judgment on a summer
violation . notwithstanding the
formal absence of a Judicial
Council.
Cumming
noted
however , th a t the interim
machinery would be facilitated
by a pre-recess a ppointment of
the Judicial Council.
Consequently, both Cumming
and Strong favor a procedure by
which Council positions are
filled during the spring
semester. Nominations by the
SBA President and interviews
by th e Board would be
completed as soon as possible
after SBA elections. Such a
procedure would also permit the
newly-formed Council to orient
themselves and perhaps discuss
pertinent matters with the
outgoing Council.
With
prelimin a r y
org a nizational
nuances
resolved. the Judicial Council
would be full y competent to
discharge their duties in the fall.

'Wtlliamsburg ~cquet

cJhop
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Tennis Equipment and Supplies
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605·8 Prince George St.

.-

Phone 220·2319

curricula , the demqnd for
rel e vance in courses , the
SOCiological approach to legal
training a nd legal ethics .
He provided an interesting
comparison between his legal
education obtained in the 1920's
at a time when law schools
offered a more rigid and narrow
cu rr iculum a nd the more
dive rse and fle xible legal
education offered in the 196070' s.
Speaking on the qualities of a
good lawyer which transcend the
cha nging boundaries of legal
education , Plimpton stressed the
need for a -keen intellect, a sound
judgment, good writing ability
and the capacity for hard work.
Likewise , he asserted that a
good law yer should provide
positive constructive solutions to
his client ' s legal problems ,
instead of only telling him what
the law will not let him do.

Francis T.P. Plimpton, a lawyer
with the- -iirm of Debevoise.
Plimpton, Lyons & Gates, and
ambassador and deputy U.S.
representative to the United
Nations from 1961-65, met with

Admiralty Speakers Set
For This Semester

Environmemal Law
Speaker Coming
On October 16

Many guest speakers will be
appearing in the 11 :00 a.m .,
Tuesday
and
Thursday
Admiralty Class this semester.
The classes are held in Room
215 , and Professor Walt
Williams has said that the class
is open to any student wishing to
hear a guest speaker.
The guest lecturers, their
topics , and the day each will
speak is as follows:

David Favre will be the guest
speaker of the Environmental
Law Group Thursday, October
16, at 1:00 p.m . in the Gold Room
of the Student Center. The
subject of his talk will be " The
Practicing Environmental
Attorney . "
Favre is a local attorney and a
gradua te of l\I1arshaJJ-Wythe who
has achieved substantial stature
within
the
state
on
environmental matters . He is at
present a member of the state
Land Use Advisory Committee,
and he has been appointed by the
Governor to the Virginia Coastal
Study Commission. He is the
present president of the
Conservation Council of Virginia
(a statewide council composed
of representatives from all
conservation groups within the
sta te ), and he has been an
advisor to the Sierra Club, the
Virginia Wildlife Federation ,
and the Chesapeake Bay
Foundation.
In his practice, Favre has
appeared before such state
agencies as the Water Control
Board. the Air Pollution Control
Board . the Virginia Marine
Resources Commission , and the
Council on the Environment. He
has handled cases concerning
the fallout of particles from a
VEPC O plant , pesticides ,
a ppeals
from
Virginia
Resources
Commission
decisions , a nd an action against
the Army Corps of Engineers
concerning a n environmental
impact statement under the
National Environmental
Protection Act.
Favre has intervened in the
licenSing procedure of the
Atom ic Energy Commission
involving the Surry
uclear
Plant. and he has intervened in a
,;uit o('tween the Virginia Water
Co ntrol
Board
and
the
En v ironmental Protection
Agenc y concerning the 1972
Federal Water Act. He has just
reviewed and commented upon
all major state air and water
regulations for the past two
yea rs for the Conserva tion
Council of Virginia and othef
conserva tion groups .
I

law students in an informal open
forum September--lO. Plimpton
was visiting the William and
Mary campus as a national Phi
Beta Kappa visiting scholar.

Thursday, Oct. 30 - Francis
N. Crenshaw of Crenshaw ,
Ware, and Johnson in Norfolk
will speak on " Admiralty Law
and the Convoy Commodore."
Tuesday, Nov . 18 - Leonard
B. Sachs of Furniss , Davis and
Sacks of Norfolk will speak on
"Litigation in Admiralty and

Maritime Law."
Thursday , Nov . 20-R. Arthur
Jett of Jett, Berkley and Furr of
Norfolk will speak on "Recent
Amendments
to
the
Longshoremen and Harbor
Workers
Act ,
and
the
Comparative Negligence Rule in
Admiralty."
Tuesday, Dec. 2 - Ralph
Rabinowitz of Rabinowitz, Rafol
and Swartz of Norfolk will speak
on "Limitations of Liability in
Death Cases."
Thursday, Dec. 4 - William F .
McCardell, Jr . of Crenshaw,
Ware and Johnson of Norfolk
will speak on " Limitations of
Liability in Collision Cases."
For . more
information ,
students can contact Professor
Williams.

If You Have A Need
F or Clothing
You Need Cole & Scott.

<nolt & @>rntt
Open To 9Monday Thru Friday
5: 15Saturday
MONTICELLO SHOPPING CENTER
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Financing Of Coffee Bar
Causes The SBA Problems
an honor system failed outright the last afternoon hours which
No doubt the coffee drinkers of
- which is to say that when are very slow anyway . There is
Marshall Wythe like their coffee,
there was no attendant present also a proposal to charge 25
and no doubt they like the cosy
the coffee bar, (doughnuts in cents for coffee furnished in a 9
room upstairs whez:e coffee may
particular ),
were
being oz. cup in place of the proposed
be purchased and consumed,
20 cents 6 oz. cup of coffee.
blatantly ripped off.
(along with hot chocolate, tea ,
These price rises are
This fall, the coffee bar
orange juice, and a variety of
continues to lose roughly $3 a necessary to cover the rapidly
Five third year students have recently obtained positions as doughnuts ). Both coffee and
day because there is not enough increaSing cost of supplies, e.g.
judicial clerks and with private firms. Jim Thomas will clerk for coffee bar are currently in
income generated to cover it is predicted that the price of
Judge Griffin B. Bell of the Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit in jeopardy , however , and it
Atlanta, Georgia. Dave Canfield and Bill Lewis both will clerk for appears that their fate rests with
Glendora 'S salary of $15 a day coffee will double between last
Judge Albert V. Bryan, Jr. of the Federal District Court for the Marshall- Wythe coffee bar
and the rising costs of necessary spring and spring next year.
supplies. The SBA up to now has Increased prices will ease the
Eastern District of Virginia, Alexandria Division. Scott Hart will join patrons.
the firm of Mays, Valentine, Davenport, and Moore in Richmond,
The coffee bar has not always
subsidized the coffee bar when coffee bar's financial losses , but
Virginia. Jackie Denning will join Pillsbury, Madison, and Sutro in lived upstairs ; indeed, it had a
necessary with funds left over increased prices a lone will be
San Francisco, California.
most modest beginning about
from
various
program insufficient to keep the operation
three years ago as a table in the
allocations. Ted "Whitey" out of the red.
In order to really break even
Concerning the recent ABA report regarding M-W's ac- enclave just outside the main
Ourednic, Treasurer of the SBA,
the
coffee bar ideally needs to be
creditation, one faculty member paraphrased Ben Franklin when entrance to the Moot Court,
is currently engaged in an
discussing the joint effort needed to convince the Virginia Assembly where it was attended by a maid .
overall cost analysis of coffee a larger operation with a larger
menu as a drawing card.
of the need for a new law building: " Gentlemen, we must all hang A year later Nettie Bailes, then
bar financing.
together or assuredly we will all hang separately. "
SBA preSident, determined the
The SBA is also coosidering a However, the operation cannot
coffee had been cramped in the
number of proposals to deal with realistically be expanded as
lacks
The following scholarships were awarded for the 1975-76 dark long enough, and moved
the situation. One such proposal Marshall-Wythe
academic year from the following sources: $20,000, Scholarship,
the coffee to a more enlightened
would be to let Glendora go, altogether the facilities and
WAR; $19,557, Alumni; $1,100, Endowment Fellowship (Lettie Pate poSition upstairs where it was
thereby saving the money now funds to set up a coffee bar on a
Evans); $4,550, Endowment Fund (State); $700, Hughes Scholarship;
married to an old wooden bar.
spent on her salary. This option scale which could compete with
$500, Carneal Tax Scholarship; $500, Emery Scholarship; $495,
The coffee bar acquired
initia11y appears to be an obvious the Cam pus Center " Wigwam ."
Instead , coffee bar patrons must
Paschall; and $1,000, Hunton Williams.
various insignia of this rise in
money saver, but Guy is quick to
simply
encourage Marshallstatus:
doughnuts ,
a
point out that the most likely
refrigerator, and soft drinks
result of such actioo is that "We Wythe faculty and students to
The Mary and William Society will meet Thursday in Rooms A and
use the present fac!lity .
came to accompany it. It was
would lose more money than
B in the Campus Center for their monthly meeting. The business
Increased volume of use is the
tended by student volunteers · what we pay Glendora."
portion of the meeting will begin at 12:30 p.m., with the speaker's
critical
variable in assuring the
and
was
designed
to
be
a
breakGlendora
does
her
job
well
land
program at 1 p.m. The speaker will be Dr. Alliance of welfare clients,
even propOSition. Unfortunately,
her wage is not high: She success of the coffee bar, and is
welfare workers and community residents dedicated to the imthe attending students proved to
receives $2 an hour, which is a factor that can be easily
provement of the welfare system in Vrrginia, and the topic of the
affected by those who desire to
be unreliable, and the operation
substantia11y less than minimum
speech will be State Client Involvement.
have a coffee bar at all.
wage.
was losing money. Last year the
Fluctuating costs and related
SBA once again attempted a
Another option is to close the
pricing problems can never be
face-lift and hired Glendora to
coffee bar altogether. This idea
completely eliminated, but the
be a permanent part-time
is untenable largely because
people do like the convenience of coffee bar will work if it is
attendant. The conscientious
p!>troni7.pn more often and if
efforts of Ellen Pirog, now a
a COffee bar in (be Manshct11
those patrons take care to pay
third-year law student, in
Wythe bUilding, and also
for what they consume. The
maintaining supplies and
because the coffee bar is a
coffee bar was orignaHy
relatively new undertaking that
checking daily with Glendora
Organic granola, honey , members from time to time.
conceived as a service for the
stabilized
the
operation
merely needs some bugs worked
Surplus is sold at the C<H>P
brown rice, dried beans, flours,
Marshall-Wythe community; it
somewhat,
although
problems
operatim.
out
of
its
store
located
at
290
Quarterpath
dried fruits , juices and herb teas
is up to that community to see
with break-ins and thefts
Getting at those bugs is the
Road. The store is usually open
- if these items are part of your
that the coffee bar survives.
remained .
primary goal of a group of
everyday diet or if you simply on Sundays from 2~ p.m . and
Operation of the coffee bar this
proposals which together could
want to balance your present Mondays from 5-7 p.m .
past summer highlighted
make the coffee bar a viable
If you are interested in joining,
diet with " healthy foods at a
break-even enterprise. These
additional difficulties. Glendora
reasonable price," the Seagull pick up an order form at the Art
proposals
include raising prices
became
ill
and
during
her
Loft,
439
Prince
George
St.
;
Cooperative may be your
absence Guy Strong, SBA
by one-third, a move already
Bikes Unlimited, James-York
answer.
President, did what he could to
approved at an SBA Board
The 1975 intramural season
Formed approximately two Plaza ; or the Drug Action
keep a close eye on the operation
meeting, so that items now
Center, 105 Bacon St. Return the
is underwa y and Fungus, the
and one half years ago and
of the coffee bar, in addition to
costing IS cents would cost 20 perennial
law
school
recently reorganized under its order form the Wednesday
cleaning the bar and installing
cents. An additiooal possibility powerhouse, is off to a great
before each order goes in and
present name, the C<H>P is a
formica on the counter top. The
is to change the coffee bar hours start. After two-a-<iay practices
pay
a
$5.00
household
voluntary association composed
volume of business continued to
from 7:30 a.m. to 3 p.m. to 7:30 for half a day, Fungus opened its
membership fee when the first
of Williamsburg area residents
be low, which meant that little
order comes in.
a.m . until 1 p.m. This would save schedule against King's Arms, a
who have pooled their resources,
money was coming in, and
$8-$10 per week from Glendora's
For more information, ca11
team better known for fine foods
time, and money to provide
attempts to run the coffee bar 00
Bill at 220-0279.
salary, and cut operatioo during than pigskin.
quality health foods for their
The opener was won on a tiehouseholds.
breaker after a 14-14 regulation
Run in a leisurely business
finish. The outstanding passing
fashion, the C<H>P pays taxes and
of Ken Erickson , former QB for
is subject to periodic inspection
Wake Forest (honest) , and the
by the local health department.
long arms of the law's Bob
Work and shared responsibility
Harris highlighted the victory.
is encouraged by the nature of
the C<H>P itself. Members are
Although the movement scheme contend that some
Because the program does not
In game two, the quarterback
encouraged to work at least 3
toward
continuing
legal information is bound to be
receive funds from any other position was shared by Mark
hours every 3 weeks and, as a
education has been rapidly absorbed from merely being
source it is run on a break even Slaughter
and
Erickson .
result, pay a 10 per cent mark-up
gaining momentum as the
present in the classroom.
basis, depending on registration
Highlights from the game
for their food orders as opposed
volume and complexity of the
fees averaging $25 per course, included two interceptions by
to 20 per cent mark-up for material with which attorneys
If a compulsory system were
volunteer teachers (usually
Glenn Berger (which, as Glenn
nonworking members.
introduced , difficult decisions as
must be familiar increases, the
practitioners, not professors ),
told me, were great grabs ). On
Dividing, weighing, and
to credit accumulation , type of and donations of office and offense Berger and Harris
Committee on Continuing Legal
packaging', individual orders
examination, attendance taking, dormitory space from the
Education , jointly sponsored by
scored for Fungus , and they
when deliveries are made,
and recertification would have
the Virginia State Bar and the
University of Virginia to remain
defeated Shaft 18-£. It was a
running and maintaining the
to be made.
Virginia Bar Association, at this
in operation.
welcomed win and illustrated
store for sale of surplus goods
time has no plans to institute a
The Committee feels it can
what doctors long have claimed :
ordered , bookkeeping and
As it is now organized, the
mandatory program .
meet the present demand on a
whenever Shaft meets Fungus
correspondence are among the
Committee for Continuing Legal
purely
volunteer
basis .
the former 's problems can reach
jobs needed to be performed.
The Committee recognizes the
Education
is
based
in
Programs vary in intensity and
epidemic proportions.
Members also interact SOCially
need to exclude undersirables
Charlottesville where its part format
reflecting
the
and occassionally indulge in
from the practice of law but feels
time director, Peter Manson,
Committee's emphaSis on
So Fungus stands unbeaten at
picnics and pot-luck dinners.
this task can
best be
teaches part time at the law
flexibility. Participation has
this
stage of the season . A rumor
accomplished
through
Food and other related
school. One representative from
been excellent thus far. Ten
has it that a combination firstdisciplinary
actioos
undertaken
products
are
purchased
each of the four law schools in programs are currently planned
year-MBA team also exists , but
by the Bar. Opponents of a
wholesale from Laurelbrook in
the state composes the body of for 1976 with t~ics including
as of press time it is
mandatory program insist that
Maryland and orders are usually
the committee. Colonel Walck
Criminal Law, Bankruptcy,
unaccounted for - and thus
no real benefits can result from
delivered every three weeks.
was appointed by the Dean to be Estate Planning, Recent Trends
Fungus reaps for itself all this
Wheels of cheese and other
forced class attendance, but
Marshall-Wythe's represent- in Torts, Sources of Proof
marvelous publicity <thanks to
special items are available to ·those . favoring a mandatory
ative.
Business Law, and Family Law:
SS.OO from Glenn Berger>.
Students are urged to write Gov. Mills E. Godwin Jr. concerning
the necessity of flIDding a new law building. Sam Beate, president of
the Law School Alumni, has distributed letters to students offering
information about the problem. Gov. Godwin's address is: The
Honorable Mills E. Godwin, Govenor's Ma.nsion, Capital Square,
Richmond, Va. 23219.
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